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Wireless Data Aquisition System WD Series

A daily handwritten report, Data entry and creation of 
analysis, etc. takes a lot of time and effort.

Because the actual condition or productivity of an 
operating ratio are unknown factors, it's application is 
dependent on individual capabilities.

Neither the automated hours worked during holidays or 
night-shifts can be understood.

The factory has old and new equipment, with 
differences in manufacturers, etc., but unifying 
management of their information seems impossible.

There is frequent layout changes with the equipment, 
but it makes rewiring the system difficult.

Since information is automatically collected, manual 
entry work reduction and extraction of analytical data 
becomes easy, and an efficiency increase can be 
expected.
The analysis of gathered information discovered a 
bottlenecking process, which can be improved.

A tendancy in short stops is caught, and a preventative 
measure is implemented to avoid further reduction in 
productivity.
A wireless configuration with a wireless add-on *1 to 
the existing equipment and installing the wireless 
receiver is possible.
Because of the wireless communication between 
equipment and the receiver, layout changes are 
easier.※2

ӿ1 It may be necessary for a Signal Tower that is compatible with this product to be installed if 
the target machine is not equipped with it.

ӿ2  Prior to use, it is recommended to scan electrical waves to determine noise generation and 
required channels for a machine layout.
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設備稼働データ収集の自動化
ガントチャート表示・集計・分析！
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To capitalize on the wireless 
characteristics, equipment operation 
data can be collected, analyzed, and 
release the burden on handwriting 
reports while improving production!!
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An automated Gantt chart to collect 
data and display analysis and totals!
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